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1.1 Introduction

The MQTT V3.1.1 specification section 1.5.3 UTF-8 encoded strings and ISO/IEC 20922:2016, describe the set of Unicode Control Codes and Unicode Noncharacters, which should not be included in a UTF-8 Encoded String. The specifications do not require a Client or Server implementation to validate that these code points are not used in UTF-8 Encoded Strings, in particular, Topic Names. We refer to these code points as Disallowed Unicode code points in this document.

If the Server does not validate the code points in a UTF-8 encoded string but a subscribing Client does, then a second Client might be able to cause the subscribing Client to disconnect by publishing on a Topic Name that contains a Disallowed Unicode code point. This document recommends some steps that can be taken to prevent this eventuality.

1.2 References (non-normative)


1.3 Considerations for the use of Disallowed Unicode code points

An implementation would normally choose to validate UTF-8 Encoded strings, checking that the Disallowed Unicode code points are not used, so as to avoid implementation difficulties. This includes the use of libraries that are sensitive to these code points, or to protect applications from having to process them.

Validating that these code points are not used removes some security exposures. There are possible security exploits which use control characters in log files to mask entries in the logs or confuse the tools which process log files. The Unicode Noncharacters are commonly used as special markers and allowing them into UTF-8 Encoded Strings could permit such exploits.

An implementation of MQTT might choose not to validate Topic Names if Disallowed Unicode code points will never occur in a particular use case, due to the constraints on Topic Names being used. In such cases the burden of validating whether these code points are present is unnecessary.

1.4 Interactions between Publishers and Subscribers

The publisher of an Application Message normally expects that the Servers will forward the message to subscribers, and that these subscribers are capable of processing the messages.

Here we describe the set of conditions which allow a publishing Client to cause the disconnection of subscribing Clients. Consider a situation where:

- A Client publishes an Application Message using a Topic Name containing one of the Disallowed Unicode code points.
- The publishing Client library allows the Disallowed Unicode code point to be used in a Topic Name rather than rejecting it.
- The publishing Client is authorized to send the publication.
A subscribing Client is authorized to use a Topic Filter which matches the Topic Name. Note that the Disallowed Unicode code point might occur in a part of the Topic Name matching a wildcard character in the Topic Filter.

The Server forwards the message to the matching subscriber rather than disconnecting the publisher.

In this case the subscribing Client might:

- Disconnect, because it does not allow the use of Disallowed Unicode code points. If the Client reconnects and the message is QoS=1 or QoS=2, the message will be sent again, causing the Client to disconnect again.
- Successfully process the Application Message.
- Accept the Application Message but fail to process it because it contains one of the Disallowed Unicode code points.
- Successfully process the Application Message.

The potential for Client disconnection might go unnoticed until a publisher uses one of the Disallowed Unicode code points.

1.5 Remedies

If there is a possibility that a Disallowed Unicode code point could be included in a Topic Name delivered to a Client, the solution owner can adopt one of the following suggestions:

1) Change the Server implementation to one that disconnects a publisher which uses a Disallowed Unicode code point in a Topic Name.

2) Restrict the authorization rules for the publisher so that it cannot publish Application Messages using Topic Names which contain Disallowed Unicode code points.

3) Restrict the Topic Filters authorized to subscribers so that a Client cannot use Topic Filters containing Disallowed Unicode code points. If a client is allowed to make a subscription containing a wildcard character, ensure that the Server is configured so that publishers cannot make publications where a Disallowed Unicode code point would match the wildcard.

4) Change the Client library used by the subscribers to one that tolerates the use of Disallowed Code points. The client can either process or discard messages with Topic Names that contain Disallowed Unicode code points so long as it continues the protocol.
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